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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

A company uses a canvas app to manage production resources in a specific region. Employees must be at company
locations to use the app. 

Due to a sudden requirement for employees to work remotely, employees no longer commute to a specific location to
conduct their work and cannot access the canvas app. 

You must reconfigure the app to ensure that employees only access the app from a limited number of locations. 

You need to restrict access to the app. 

Which components should you configure? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/admin/restrict-access-online-trusted-ip-rules 

 

QUESTION 2

DRAG DROP 

A company has a model-driven app that uses Microsoft Dataverse. 

Users need to add an alternate phone number when entering their account information. The users also require a list that
displays the customers that do not have an alternate phone number. 

You need to enable the required features. 

Which features should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate features to the correct requirements. Each feature
may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view
content. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Explanation: 

Box 1: Column 

Users need to add an alternate phone number when entering their account information. 

Add an extra column for the alternate phone number. 

Box 2: View 

The users also require a list that displays the customers that do not have an alternate phone number. 

Use a view to find the required information. 

 

QUESTION 3

You create a new independent software vendor (ISV) solution for a Power Apps app. 
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The Power Apps solution will be imported into multiple customer environments. The environments will have a large
variety of solutions and publishers. 

You need to avoid naming conflicts during solution import. 

Which element should you configure? 

A. Package type 

B. Configuration page 

C. Marketplace 

D. Prefix 

E. Version 

Correct Answer: D 

A solution publisher includes a prefix. The publisher prefix is a mechanism to help avoid naming collisions. This allows
for solutions from different publishers to be installed in an environment with few conflicts. For example, the Contoso
solution displayed here includes a solution publisher prefix of contoso. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/alm/solution-concepts-alm 

 

QUESTION 4

You are using Power BI to build a dashboard for a company. 

You must make the dashboard available to a specific set of users, including employees and five external users. The
number of employees that require access to the dashboard varies, but usually less than 100. 

Employees and external users must not be permitted to share the dashboard with other users. 

You need to share the dashboard with the employees and external users. 

Which three actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Create a dynamic distribution list. Add all users to the distribution group and use the list to share the dashboard. 

B. Sign into the Power BI service. Open the dashboard and select Share. 

C. Enter the individual email address of internal and external users. 

D. Sign into Power BI Desktop. Open the dashboard and select Share. 

E. Clear the Allow recipients to share your dashboard (or report) option. 

F. Create a distribution group. Add all users to the distribution group and use the list to share the dashboard. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/collaborate-share/service-share-dashboards 
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QUESTION 5

DRAG DROP 

A company uses Common Data Service to store sales data. 

For the past few quarters, the company has experienced a decrease in sales revenue. The company wants to improve
sales forecasting. 

The company plans to use AI Builder to implement the solution. You select fields that will be used for prediction. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Step 1: 

Before you can use your prediction model, you have to train it to perform the way you want. 

Step 2: 

After you train your model, publish it to make it available. 

Publish your model when you want to make it available to users in your Power Apps environment. 

Step 3: Use the model with Power Apps 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/ai-builder/prediction-train-model 
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